SUGGESTED LESSONS FROM JACK AND THE BEANSTALK IDENTIFIED BY DIRECTORS

Script
·	Dancers seemed to work better when script implicitly acknowledged what dancers were like;
·	Script written with minimal difficult props / set / sound useful (at least minimal necessary props, given limited building time).
·	Equality of the parts in the script is a major plus, as everyone has enough to do and is very beneficial for cast politics. 
·	Important to balance adult and child humour.
·	Reasonably complex sound plots are much, much cheaper than reasonably complicated scene changes and to a certain extent can substitute. 
·	Raffles, if worked into the plot, made more money.

Organisation
·	Two month rehearsal period can work reasonably comfortably (Jack and the Beanstalk had one Friday off and one singing workshop in the two months from Start November to end December).
·	Directors can arrange rehearsals on any night in the Welsh Church Hall if available - no compulsion to use Friday nights.
·	Separate people worrying about acting / music & dance / sound & lighting very helpful.
·	It is important to make clear early on when you are going to be putting higher expectations on actors than they're used to. They need to feel like they've consented to the challenge and, to a certain extent, have a choice. That gives you much more moral authority when you start getting demanding. 
·	We generally aren't in direct competition with commercial pantos and this gives us a bit of licence to be unashamedly cheap and silly (but you need a good script and stronger emphasis on performances for this to work);  this allows us to make large profits.  The general consensus was that the standard of production was higher this year (maybe due to pre-recorded music)
·	Budgets to be worked within; Directors to vigilant about unauthorised overspends.
·	Targeting groups for the audience like scouts etc proved successful and directors should try to do this.

Directing (singing and acting)
·	Have a clear ideas of what you want at each rehearsal – advance planning helps to minimise the number of changes during production.
·	Shared direction works well when the demarcation is clear and, conversely, when directors are trusting enough to devolve parts to other directors without cavilling or feeling overmuch ownership. 
·	Multiple directors – if organised - helps make sure everyone has something to do at rehearsals, and we get best value from people turning up at rehearsals.
·	Good emphasis on setting people unfamiliar challenges.  The risk is that not everything comes off, and audience satisfaction is sometimes sacrificed to actor development but it is a good thing  and fits our ethos. 
·	Choreographing certain (non-dance) sequences and using stylised blocking based on one person's vision definitely works in panto, rather than allowing actors to "drift" or always choose their own blocking. 

Music / Singing
·	Live music is not critical to success. There are risks to recorded music, but they can be managed, and recording is a major plus in terms of giving more rehearsal time to songs. Recorded lines and sequences (e.g. sketches like the Big Brother spoof in Jack and the Beanstalk) can also work nicely. 
·	Decisions on songs to be made early and recordings made available to cast as soon as possible.
·	There are two major justifications for inclusion of songs in this kind of panto which are:  "intrinsically funny", "set-piece" (e.g. "You Remind Me..."), "audience engagement/recognition" (e.g. the pop numbers), with "character/plot advancement" a poor third.  This doesn't apply to all pantos, but does for those like Jack and the Beanstalk. 
·	If actors can't sing, tell them early on to perform the lines in character, with singing as an eventual possibility, by no means essential. Gives them more confidence. 
·	Watch out for singing audibility at the back.
·	Keep dancers bits short and avoid over-specifying what you’re after in the choreography.. 

DATES FOR FUTURE PANTOMIME RUNS

Various opinions about panto dates, as:
-	Christmas obviously disrupts rehearsals (although some people have more spare time in post Christmas week, than into January);
-	an end October production limits the effective rehearsal time;
-	performances later into January move into term time (and increase pressure on rigging / de-rigging.

On balance, the split week was the least worst option, given:
-	If you do lots of performances the final ones will be better (true for MacBeth and Wyrd Sisters) especially true for panto;
-	If you do lots audiences are bigger and better at the end;
-	A Thursday with quiet audience common, and we were lucky it was not the first night [Directors should advise the cast that some audiences don't laugh, which is not your fault, and it doesn't mean they're not enjoying it. Keep going and keep energy and pace up."]
-	Better to warm back up with that Thursday than with 90odd on Friday.
-	Pushing all into January means pushing into term time, and lots of rigging/de-rigging.
n	Two weeks gives word time to spread and means people have less chance of being on holiday. 
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